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Abstract

Numerical simulation based on the average-energy transport model shows that InP IMPATT

diodes in general have higher DC-to-RF conversion efficiency and higher negative resistance than

GaAs diodes at high frequencies, which implies that InP is a better material than GaAs for

building two-terminal transit-time devices. Reasons for the superiority of InP diodes over GaAs

diodes are:

• InP has higher drift velocities than GaAs.

• The decrease of electron velocity at increased electric field is faster in InP. When the space-

charge effect is strong, electrons are more localized in InP diodes.

• In? diodes are much more IMPATT-like (i.e. tunneling is less significant) than GaAs ones

and therefore have higher efficiency.

• The impact ionization of InP is smaller than GaAs at low electric fields while higher at high

fields. Because of this, the generated charge pulse is sharper in InP diodes, which also leads

to higher efficiency.

• In"' has better thermal conductivity than GaAs.

Simulation results for In? diodes intended for power generation for W-band and above are

presented in this paper. Comparison of RF performance with GaAs diodes are also presented.

tThis work was supported by NASA under contract NAGW-1334.
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1 Introduction

Since the proposal by Read[11 in 1958 and the first report of experimental observation of RF

oscillations from a Si diode by Johnston et al. in 1965[2], IMPATT diodes have been extensively

studied and used as high power and high efficiency solid-state microwave power sources. GaAs

IMPATT diodes, due to negative differential electron mobility of GaAs, usually achieve higher

DC-to-RF conversion efficiency than Si diodes at low frequencies, e.g. 35.5% at 8.15 Gliz from

a GaAs diode reported by Kim and Matthei[3] vs. 11.8% at 8.5 GIlz from a Si diode reported

by Seidel and coworkers[4]. At high frequencies such as 94 Gliz, the interband tunneling current

severely degrades the conversion efficiency of the hi-b structure, while in the fiat-doped structure

the positive differential electron mobility of Si is preferred to the negative differential electron

mobility of GaAs. Therefore, GaAs diodes do not have significant advantage over Si diodes at

high frequencies.

According to the InP impact ionization rates measured at various temperatures by Taguchi

et al.{5], InP has higher impact ionization rates at high electric fields but lower impact ionization

rates at low electric fields than GaAs. The interband tunneling rate calculation based on Kane's

theory[6] indicates that, although the interband tunneling generation rates of InP are higher than

those of GaAs, the difference is not as significant as that for impact ionization generation rates. It

is therefore expected that the tunneling current is smaller in an InP diode than in a GaAs diode.

Other advantages of InP are higher electron saturation velocity, higher thermal conductivity and

higher differential electron mobility. For these reasons, InP diodes have the potential of achieving

better RF performance than GaAs diodes at high frequencies.

This paper presents the numerical simulation model, material parameters and simulation re-

sults of GaAs and InP diodes. Simulation results for GaAs and InP diodes will be compared to

show the superiority of InP diodes over GaAs ones.
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2 Simulation Model and Material Parameters

The simulation programs in addition to Poisson's equation solve the following equations to obtain

the diode states:
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where wth ,33 kBT is the thermal equilibrium energy for electrons, and the carrier generation

rates Gp , Gni, and Gn2 are given by

Gp = G11 + GT G th Rth (9)

In the simulation programs, holes follow the drift-diffusion equation, while electrons are de-

scribed by a variation of the two-valley drift-diffusion equation with the mobilities and diffusion

coefficients being functions of electron energies instead of the electric field. The electron energies

are governed by the two energy equations.
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Close examination of the above equations reveals that the momentum relaxation times for

electrons are actually neglected in the program. This is justified as long as the momentum

relaxation times are much smaller than the period of the RF voltage.

The materials used for devices in this work are GaAs and LP. Since these devices are intended

for RF power generation, the material lattice temperature is usually very high. 500°K is assumed

throughout this work. The majority of the material parameters used by the simulation programs

are generated by a Monte Carlo (MC) program.. This MC program provides the ...alues of electron

velocities, diffusion coefficients, relaxation times and electron energies as functions of the electric

field up to 3000 kVicm. The methods used to evaluate the relaxation times are similar to those

proposed by Stewart et a/.[7], while the electron (longitudinal) diffusion coefficients are calculated

in the MC program using the method mentioned by Fawcett[8]. Other electron parameters such

as the material intrinsic concentration and electron-hole recombination lifetime and all the hole

parameters are set according to empirical expressions or assumed values.

Two important material parameters used by the simulation programs are the impact ionization

and tunneling rates. They have very profound effects on the device operation, but still lack

adequate determination in the electric field range where the devices are operated (up to 3000

kVicm). The impact ionization generation rate is expressed as

Gil = (an,in apfp )/q (12)

For GaAs, a n and ap are given by

an = An exp —(B rd E)2 (13)

ap --= Ap exp --(Bp/E)1 (14)

with the following values being used for GaAs at 500°K

An = Ap = 2.1205 x 10 5 cm-1



an exp
1.78
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B, = Bp = 6.71 x 105 Vicm

For an and ap in InP, we adopt the expressions given by Okuto and Crowell[9] as follows

q E
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with the parameters Eth, ER and A fitted by Taguchi et. a/[5], which leads to
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for In? at 500°K, where the unit of electric field E is Vicm, and the unit of an and ap is 1/cm.

As to the interband tunneling rate, we adopt the expression which complies with the highly

idealized form proposed by Kane[6] as shown below

GT = AT E2 exp(- B2-/ E) (16)

For GaAs at 500°K, we use

AT = 1 x 10 20 cm-ls-I-V-2

BT = 1.2 x 10 7 sr/cm

And for InP at 500°K

AT = 1.37 x 1020 cm-is-Iv-2

BT = 1.178 x 10 7 V/cm

The dead space for impact ionization and interband tunneling is considered in the simulation

program. For impact ionization, the energy relaxation effect automatically includes the dead

space in the model. As to interband tunneling, we use the bandgap to determine the dead space

as illustrated in Figure 1. The principle is that tunneling only occurs where there are empty states

in the conduction band and filled states in the valance band.
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Figure 1: Dead space for interband tunneling. Figure 2: The impact ionization and tunneling

generation rates for GaAs and InP at 500°K.

In the simulation programs, all material parameters for electrons except the tunneling rate are

tabulated according to the electron energy. In other words, they are treated as functions of the

electron energy instead of the electric field. The tunneling rate is considered as a function of the

electric field since it is related more to the electric field that electrons in the valence band experience

than to the energy of electrons in the conduction band. Figure 2 shows the impact ionization and

tunneling generation rates for 500°K GaAs that are used in the simulation programs. Inside the

simulation program, the impact ionization rate is transformed into a function of electron energy.

The metal-semiconductor contact resistances are estimated by solving the SchrOdinger's equa-

tion. The p-type Ohmic contact resistance for InP is very high due to the high barrier height

for holes. This high p-type contact resistance can be greatly reduced by using lattice-matched

InGaAs cap layers or Schottky collectors{10}. Thermal resistance of a diode is calculated using

the approximate thermal model discussed in [11]. Devices with high thermal resistance should be

biased at low current densities or operate in the pulsed mode in order to keep the p-n junction

temperature below 500°K.
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Figure 3: The efficiency for GaAs and InP diodes at various frequencies.

Figure 4: The 1-Q RF output power for GaAs and InP diodes at various frequencies. Points

marked with * represent average power from pulsed diodes.
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3 Simulation Results and Discussion

Sixteen GaAs diodes and sixteen InP diodes designed to operate at 94 Gliz and above were

simulated in this work. Figures 3 and 4 present the DC-to-RF conversion efficiency n and 142

RF output power Pin calculated for all the structures simulated in this work. It can be clearly

seen that InI) diodes have significantly higher conversion efficiency than GaAs diodes. Part of

the reason why InP diodes have higher conversion efficiency can be explained by Figure 5, which

displays typical injected and induced current waveforms of GaAs and InP diodes obtained from_

simulation. First, the carrier injection angle in the InP diode is larger than that in the GaAs diode,

indicating lower contribution of interband tunneling to the generation current in the InP diode.

Second, the InP diode has sharper turn-on and turn-off characteristics in the injected current due

to the steeper slopes of the impact ionization generation rates in InP shown in Figure 2. The

higher breakdown field of InP shown in Figure 2 allows higher electric field in the drift region,

which also leads to a higher conversion efficiency. Third, higher induced current peak near 2700

in the InP diode, which results from electrons' high-speed surfing through the drift region at low

fields. Fourth, the higher negative electron. differential mobility in InP causes the electron pulse

to get sharper as it travels through the drift region. Less electrons are left in the drift region at

the end of an RF cycle, resulting in a lower induced current in the first half of the next RF cycle.

As the simulation results indicate, the device negative resistance, in many occasions, is more

important than the conversion efficiency since the matching condition requires a diode with low

negative resistance to have small cross-sectional area, while the negative resistance of a device is

proportional to its RF output power. The double-drift structures have longer device lengths and

therefore lower capacitance effects than the single-drift structures, making the RF output power

of the double-drift diode significantly higher than that of the single-drift one. The higher carrier

drift velocity of InP also leads to higher negative resistances of InP diodes, which explains the

reason why InP diodes have much higher RF output power than GaAs ones as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Typical injected and induced currents of the GaAs and InP diodes at high frequencies.

Devices having Schottky contacts in place of Ohmic contacts suffer less from the parasitic

contact resistance, and therefore have higher conversion efficiency and overall negative resistance.

Besides, the absence of the buffer layer required by the conventional Ohmic-contacted diode makes

the thermal resistance of the Schottky-contacted diode much smaller.

Note that since the thermal conductivity of InP is about 25% higher that of GaAs, InP diodes

can be biased at higher current densities to achieve higher negative resistance and higher RF

output power.

4 Conclusion

Numerical programs capable of simulating high-frequency transit-time diodes have been developed,

for which the transport model and material parameters have been briefly discussed. Several GaAs

and in.P diodes are simulated. InP diodes, due to higher carrier drift velocities, higher thermal

conductivity, higher negative differential electron mobility and higher impact ionization rates,
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have better RF performance than GaAs.
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